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Question Report: 062321 The Power of Cooperatives

Question Details
# Question Asker Name Asker Email Answer(s)
1 I’m curious about funding for worker owned coops, beyond the shares that 

worker owners purchase. Coop loan funds are a logical place to seek 
financing. Have any of you had expereince working with charitable 
donations - DAFs and intermediaries like Realize Impact to mobilize 
philanthropic capital into direct loans? Seems like community foundations 
could be an active partner in getting startup and successiontransition 
coops going.

CIndy Brooks cindy@noprcd.org Thank you, Cindy, Ted has this!

2 Will we be able to ask questions about this COOP presentation after the 
slides?

Dennis Comer centralareacollaborative206@g
mail.com

I’d like to go thru all 4 presentations, Dennis and then open up to 
questions

3 How do you identify philanthropic collaborations? Are they local, state or 
national collaborations? Are they one time commitments or reocurring?

Angela Allen aallen@wtamu.edu Local community foundations are great partners becuase they are 
geographically focused and invest in change and the well being of local 
residents. There are other sources of capital depending upon whether 
you are looking to technical assistance, start-up or the conversion of 
companies to worker-cooperative. The Cleveland Foundation is always 
happy to help other foundations understand how and why they made their 
investment.

4 How does an existing nonprofit (SIMBA, https://spokaneindependent.org) 
develop a secondary coop (in this case for small scale rental companies 
for purchasing and marketing) within the context of that larger organization 
which is a business and consumer alliance? What resources are out there 
to help incubate these collaboratives?

Mariah McKay mariah@spokaneindependent.or
g

Mariah, happy to meet offline by phone sometime.  But SIMBA would 
need to employ a business developer and/or organizer, to recruit 
businesses to join the secondary cooperative. Most important would be to 
begin to gain a clear understanding of the needs of small business 
owners, from the sector that you want to connect to… and the 
opportunities that could be unlocked by forming a secondary cooperative. 
It will also be critical to analyze whether this is an industry-specific 
strategy, or a geography-specific strategy, or both. Therefore the first 
need is for someone who can gather information, study needs, and 
develop a business plan or plans for the secondary cooperative. The 
second most important need is for someone like an organizer to build 
relationships with potential member businesses, assess their needs, and 
recruit them to the project.

5 Possibly a question for Brett Jones who made a reference to the home 
purchasing program. Affordable housing being so crucial. How does your 
program work? Is it available only to employees? Thank you

Stefan 
Schlesinger

seattleelectricbike@gmail.com Our homeownership program is only available for our emplyee-owners. 
We work with affordable housing developers around their invetory that 
has reached year 16 after being in a lease-purchase program for 15 
years. Beginning in the 16th year, they can sell to other LMI people. We 
payroll deduct the mortgage which helps drive the program for the 
developer/lender.

6 SIMBA already employs me, an experienced organizer, as its director and 
founder. Outside of SIMBA, I am the co-owner of Our Natural Homes, a 
small-scale green coliving rental company. My company is a member 
business of SIMBA. Another member business is a consultant and also a 
small time landlord/property manager. She is interested in co-founding this 
real estate/rental providers coop with me in the context of our organization. 
We already have a list of about 20 other small businesses in the sector 
who are values aligned and we think would be interested in the coop.

Mariah McKay mariah@spokaneindependent.or
g

Wonderful...

7 Will we also be sent the slides, in addition to the recording, please?  Thank 
you!

Ellen Gamson director@mountvernondowntow
n.org

Yes!

8 Would love the opportunity to discuss with you how we might negotiate the 
duties and sequencing of establishing this project, and if there are 
generative ways to stucture the coop as a program of the nonprofit, or if it 
really requires being/becoming its own stand alone entity to work optimally.

Mariah McKay mariah@spokaneindependent.or
g

I would love that.

9 What types of flexible capital is needed for cooperatives to buy out their 
owners? What does that loan look like? How can credit unions and 
philanthropy come together to create fiancnial products to support this 
space?

Anonymous 
Attendee

There is often a "stack of financing" including some portion of an owner 
carried portion of the loan. I believe that philanthropy could enter into 
convesations with CUs about managing donor advised funds. We are 
planning to engage again with CUs after this session to further discuss 
what they need to enter this space.

10 The Stewards at Cascadia Deaf Nation have been struggling with the need 
to write grants for cooperative social enterprises because our approach is 
culturally divergent because we are both BIPOC Deaf member & worker 
owned coop.  I am wondering if there will be grant writing workshops in the 
future to support our  grant needs?

Ashanti M-T amonts.treviska@cascadiadeafn
ation.co

I would love to connect with you about this when you have the time

11 For Secondary Coops presentation:
1. What factors are visible that indicate that a coop is a potential model to 
use
2. What type of infrastructure should an organization have or look to build 
to be in the COOP facilitation
3. How do you help separate businesses that don’t wish to “share”?

Dennis Comer centralareacollaborative206@g
mail.com

There needs to be a clear industry need or business pain point that the 
coop addresses and adds value.  Ideally the developer organization 
should have prior knowelege or partnerships with folks in that industry.  
Those are key.

12 That would be wonderful, Lisa. My email is 
amonts.treviska@cascadiadeafnation.co

Ashanti M-T amonts.treviska@cascadiadeafn
ation.co

Great!

13 For Evergreen Presentation:
1. What does the infrastructre costs look like for an organization that may 
be in a position to start this type work or pivot into it?
2. There are already folks providing BTA, how do we help?
3. How can a small business bypass the “gatekeeping” and go directly to 
the philanthrophic organizations? What do they look for? What department 
takes on the inquiries?

Dennis Comer centralareacollaborative206@g
mail.com

1. When you say infrastructure, are you referring to the pieces required to 
start and support cooperatives or for the cooperatives themselves?

2. BTA?

3. I think this is unique in every city. 

Happy to discuss in detail on a call. Let's schedule via email: 
bjones@evgoh.com
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14 Are there any co-ops in Washington that you know of that provide services 
in Spanish?

Diana Moreno dmoreno@hmccoregon.com What type of services are you interested in?

15 I would like to speak about a unique situation many cities will be dealing 
with…and how coops could help

Dennis Comer centralareacollaborative206@g
mail.com

I would love that

16 Guidance or train the trainer so we can assist businesses with building a 
coop. We already have a business development team in place.

Diana Moreno dmoreno@hmccoregon.com Check out the School For Democratic Management curriculum at DAWI 
website, its a toolkit that can be used in and educational setting (shared 
governance and management for busiensses)

17 Anchorage, AK: A few individuals are interested in starting a childcare co-
op.  (1) What kind of lead time is typically needed to start this operation? (2) 
how should we prepare (areas of training) the aspiring worker owners?

Yaso Thiru yasot@alaskapacific.edu

18 Shevanti, thank you! That is very helpful. Diana Moreno dmoreno@hmccoregon.com

19 Black-lead organizations in Spokane are going through EXACTLY what 
Dennis is speaking to. We need major training and support out here to 
maximize the opportunities that are becoming available to us at this time.

Mariah McKay mariah@spokaneindependent.or
g


